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Burberry and New Concepts@Nordstrom announce Concept 019: Burberry, the latest iteration celebrating the power of curiosity and the adventurous spirit of exploring the unknown with an exclusive capsule collection launch and series of in-store installations.

"New Concepts@Nordstrom is centered around discovery, and we are thrilled to be partnering with Burberry to offer our customers the opportunity to unveil an exclusive collection" Sam Lobban, EVP GMM of Apparel and Designer at Nordstrom.

Concept 019 highlights an exclusive collection centered around the outerwear capsule collection and evening wear. Exploration has been synonymous with the Burberry story from the very beginning with the brand's founder Thomas Burberry creating outerwear that combined creativity and curiosity. Today, Burberry continues to strive forward with the same mindset, creating outerwear pieces that empower the wearer to go beyond the unknown and embark upon unique and exciting adventures. The capsule range features refreshed takes on Burberry icons including the chevron check and the Burberry Night Check the latest iteration of the house's signature pattern. 

The collection offering includes an assortment of ready-to-wear and accessories for men, women and children —featuring outerwear styles such as trench coats and puffer jackets to separates including graphic T-shirts, knitwear, tailoring, bags, shoes and scarves. Adding playful duality is an array of elegant and modern metallic pieces, including sequined dresses, embossed shoes, accessories and crystal-embellished jewelry. 

"We're delighted to partner with Nordstrom to unveil our special pop-up and the exclusive collection as part of New Concepts. Celebrating the spirit of adventure —an ethos that is at the core of Burberry's pioneering heritage —Concept 019 offers customers the unique opportunity to explore an entirely new collection highlighting outerwear and festive dressing" Sarah Lubas, VP of Wholesale - Americas at Burberry.

To be unveiled in December, the store will also feature a restored trench coat collection of carefully sourced menswear and womenswear trench coats from around the world, hand-selected and authenticated by Burberry's archive team. Each piece has been dry-cleaned, reproofed and restored in Castleford, Yorkshire, in the UK where Burberry heritage trench coats continue to be woven to this day. 

Concept 019: Burberry is available online until the end of January at Nordstrom.com as well as at eleven Nordstrom stores.  

https://www.nordstrom.com/browse/new-concepts/all?campaign=1103burberrynclpp01&jid=j013041-20518&cm_sp=merch-_-sam_lobban_20518_j013041-_-freelayout_0_p01_0&=

